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Part of the Group

EK Digital is committed to using the very 
latest technology to create more efficiency 
and certainty for our clients.



We are able to:
p Use drones to provide quick, 

safe and inexpensive access 
to elevated areas of buildings.  
Drones reduce the need to erect 
scaffolding and have removed the 
need for potentially inaccurate 
‘assumptions’ within project plans.

p Provide video and interactive 
surveys, giving clients a running 
commentary of findings and 
potential solutions from behind a 
camera, allowing a virtual ‘walk 
through’ of a building.  These can 
be provided faster, and digested 
more quickly and effectively 
than a bulging written report.

p Create digital maps allowing 
stakeholders to view properties 
and their surrounds with 
high levels of detail.

p Deliver 3D visualisations, giving a 
real sense of space and perspective; 
saving difficult decisions and huge 
costs before contractors start work 
on a project. 

Key Contacts:

Building, Construction & 
Infrastructure Surveys
Using drones for surveying is becoming a 
recognised way of accessing elevated and 
high-risk areas. They’re safer, more cost 
effective and have quicker lead times than 
traditional methods of access. Carrying out 
surveys and inspections with drones enables 
building and structures to be fully captured 
in high quality images or video. This can then 
be reviewed and analysed off-site.

Measured Surveys 
& Mapping
Drones capture data to produce 3D models, 
accurate densified point clouds and geo-
referenced orthomosaics. This allows you 
to measure, understand and manage your 
assets in an effective way.

Drones
EK Digital employs the latest aerial drone 
technology as a convenient and cost-
effective method of inspecting residential 
and commercial premises, especially at 
high level.

Filming & Photography
You need aerial photography & filming that showcases your assets in an 
effective way and grabs the attention of your chosen audience, enabling you 
to easily engage with them. Using drones for aerial filming & photography 
makes this achievable for projects of all sizes.
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